Cultivating Courageous Compassion
"Fast-sounding start-ups, it seems, have bloomed. There’s Zoomd, Zoomi, Zumi, Zoomy, Zoomies, Zoomin, Zoomvy, Zoomly and Zoommph. Zoom.ai offers virtual assistants, Xoom is a payments service, and Zumobi does mobile content marketing. Tractor Zoom, in Urbandale, Iowa, says it is revolutionizing the acquisition of farm equipment at auction."
suffering

compassion
74% believe in compassionate values over selfish values.

23% believe others care more for compassionate values.
“Expect MORE from technology, and LESS from each other.”
How did I learn compassion?
Search For Compassion
What is your relationship to the suffering of others?
02

Compassion Connects
When did an act of kindness help build an unexpected bridge?
Skillful Compassion
When has compassion backfired for you?
04
Courageous Compassion
How do you stay open-hearted in the face of great stress?
Search for Compassion
Connected Compassion
Skillful Compassion
Courageous Compassion
Humble Compassion
Thank you!
nipun@servicespace.org

In a gentle way, we can shake the world.